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plete. Different persons show two types of adaptation-one rapid and 
extended, the other slower and less extended. These two types of eyes 
do not, as Tschermak suspects, coincide with the normal and abnormal 
types of tri-chromatic eye (Donders, Rayleigh Konig and von Kries), 
nor yet with any classes of color-blind eye. The increase in sensibility 
due to adaptation, the adaptation range, varies after one hour of adapta- 
tion from 2,000 to 5,500 in different persons (that is the threshold 
stimulus after adaptation is 1/2000, etc., as intense as before adaptation). 
This is about twice as great at the end of ten hours. 

Before adaptation the threshold is the same whether one or both eyes 
are used, but after adaptation the binocular threshold is one half as 
intense as the monocular. That is, after adaptation but not before it, 
binocular stimuli are summed. Correspondingly the range of adapta- 
tion is twice as great when both eyes are used. (The range given above 
is binocular). " The adaptation of each eye is accomplished entirely 
independently of that of the other." 

II. " The stimulus value of an object for the periphery of the adapted 
retina depends not merely on its intensity, but also unmistakably on the 
area of its retinal image, while on the other hand the light sensation from 
the periphery of the unadapted retina depends almost wholly on changes 
of the light's intensity and as good as not at all on changes in its area." 
The range of adaptation is therefore greater the larger the retinal image 
which is used in the observation. 

III. This paper goes at greater length into the fact observed in I., 
that although for the unadapted eyes light stimuli are not summed, they 
are summed when the eyes are adapted. The earlier conclusion is con- 
firmed, and an interesting discussion given of the connection between this 
phenomenon and Fechner's paradox. 

Besides giving a host of interesting details too minute to be men- 
tioned here, these papers supersede the earlier, less careful and by no 
means consonant work on the process of adaptation by Aubert, Charpen- 
tier and Treitel: and establish the important point that binocular, and ad- 
jacent monocular, stimulations are added in dark vision, but almost or 
quite not all in daylight vision. These facts seem indeed to point to 'a 
thoroughgoing independence of the apparatus for adapted vision from 
the daylight and color apparatus, and a considerable difference between 
them'; this quite in line with the observations and speculations of von 
Kries, Nagel, et cetera. The matter of adaptations is so closely involved 
in all work on optics that no one experimenting in that field can afford 
to neglect these discoveries of Piper. 

EDWIN B. HOLT. 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY. 

JOURNALS AND NEW BOOKS 
ARCHIV FUR SYSTEMATISCHE PHILOSOPHIE. August, 

1904. Band X., Heft 3. Das Problem der Aussenwelt (pp. 269-313): 
V. KRAFT. - The purpose here is to make the question clear. The two fun- 
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damental principles are: that the problem concerns the immanent external 
world; that this is, however, existential, and not merely the immediate 
object of consciousness. The concept corresponding to it is that of a 
thing. And the problem then becomes the question whether the external 
world is conformity to law, independent of a subject, or objective being; 
that is, in what sense are existential judgments possible. Vorbedingungen 
einer jeden wahren philosophischen Erkenntnis (pp. 314-317): A. 
LEVY. - The philosophical ego is not the psychological. Philosophers are 
born not made. Zum Raum- und Zeitproblem (pp. 318-337): J. FISCHER. - 
Objective space and time are infinitely divisible, but are not infinite. 
Infinite space and time are merely conceptual. Zeno's puzzle of ' Achilles 
and the tortoise' solved. Das Formprinzip des Schonen (pp. 338-394): 
T. A. MEYER. - Our sense of form extends beyond lines and colors to the 
content, overriding the distinction between direct and associative factors, 
and noting the purposiveness of the object. The formal beauty of poetry 
is not merely a matter of its channels of expression, of optics and acoustics, 
but of the speech faculty. This includes rhythm. The principles general 
to all art forms are discussed under the heads, unity, tension, and ade- 
quacy. Jahresbericht iiber Erscheinungen der Soziologie, 1899-1904 (pp. 
397-429): R. GOLDSCHEID. - This includes reviews of Simmel's 'Philoso- 
phie des Geldes,' Zenker's 'Die Gesellschaft, I Band,' Ratzenhofer's 'Pos- 
itive Ethik,' Bergmann's 'Sociale Pidagogik,' Steinmetz's 'Der Krieg 
als soziologisches Problem,' Stein's 'Der Sinn des Daseins' and 'An 
der Wende des Jahrhunderts.' Die neuesten Erscheinungen auf dem 
Gebiete der systematischen Philosophie. Zeitschriften. Eingegangene 
Biicher. 

REVUE DE PHILOSOPHIE. September, 1904. La Theorie 
Physique, son Objet et sa Structure (pp. 241-263): P. DUHEM.-The 
English attitude treats physics as a group of models, mechanical or 
algebraic. This utilitarian spirit is not so fertile in discovery as is 
abstract theory. Poincare's doctrine of many irreconcilable yet equally 
true theories about one group of facts is refuted by the systematic nature 
of fact. L'Ampleur du Droit (pp. 264-286): CH. BOUCAUD. - Logical 
analysis of the idea of duty shows it to mean conformity to one's destiny. 
Metaphysics studies the reason of being of things, physics their nature, 
and ethics their conformity to their reason of being. Duties are to be 
discovered from the ontological point of view. La Providence et le Mir- 
acle (pp. 287-315): G. SORTAIS. - In reply to M. Sailles' attack on the 
dogmas of the Church, the author urges that scientists usually deny 
atheism, and that science inculcates no rigid determinism which should 
forbid miracles. Philosophes et Philosophie: d'apres Platon (pp. 316- 
326): H. GuYOT.-An appreciation of the character of the philosopher. 
Analyses et Comptes Rendus: L. Dugas, L'Imagination: E. P. F. 
Paulhan, La Fonction de la Memoire et le Souvenir affectif: E. P. C. 
Charaux, De la Pensee et des Elements primitifs de la Pensee: J. DE 
VISAN. F. Le Dantec, Les Lois Naturelles: F. MENTRE. F. Farjenel, Le 
Peuple chinois: G. LA MARFE. S. Valot, Les Heros de Richard Wagner: 
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T. DE VISAN. Sommaire des Revues. Bulletin de l'Enseignement 
Philosophique. 
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NOTES AND NEWS 

DR. ADOLF MEYER, of the New York Pathological Institute, has been 
appointed professor of psychiatry in Cornell University Medical School 
in the place of Dr. Allan McLane Hamilton, who recently resigned. 

DR. BENNO ERDMANN, professor of philosophy at the University of 
Bonn, who gave one of the addresses at the St. Louis Congress, celebrated 
the twenty-fifth anniversary of his professorate, on August 29. 

DR. JAMES WARD, professor of moral philosophy and logic, at Cam- 
bridge University, gave the annual address before the Philosophical 
Union of the University of California, on August 26. 

PROFESSOR WICKLIFFE ROSE, professor of psychology and history of 
education, in the University of Tennessee, has been elected Dean of the 
School of Education in the Peabody Normal College for Teachers, Nash- 
ville, Tenn. 
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